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Managing the purchase, deployment, renewal and expiry of digital
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certificates for multiple Web servers, purposes and users — sometimes
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in many different locations — can be time-consuming and costly.
Thankfully, you’ve chosen to leverage the power of Entrust Cloud,
the Web-based, self-service application designed to streamline
certificate management.
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For organizations that want a head start, the Entrust Cloud QuickStart
program helps users maximize capabilities and increase expertise.

Smart, Quick & Powerful
Unsure if you’re using the service to
its full potential? Need a primer on the
solution’s more powerful features? The
Entrust Cloud QuickStart program is
tailored for both novice and experienced
users alike.
It’s an exclusive solution that
includes installation support,
one‑on‑one training with Entrust sales
engineers, and hands‑on training
and exercises. All offered in a single,
easy‑to‑use package.

QuickStart Benefits
The QuickStart program, which must be
used within two months from purchase,
will help expedite your initial installation,
saving valuable time and staff resources.
Organizations will learn which certificate
types are required for specific situations
and will receive assistance migrating
certificates from their current vendor.
Each program also comes with several
one-on-training sessions with an Entrust
engineer — quickly increasing deployment
and enhancing certificate understanding.

 Expedites deployment of

Entrust Cloud
 Offers comprehensive enrollment

and ID setup
 Provides one-on-one training for

both novice and expert users
 Introduces methods to maximize

use of service
 Outlines capabilities for power

users
 Reduces need for support calls

Manage with Ease

Ready to sign up for Entrust Cloud QuickStart?
Contact an Entrust Cloud representative today to begin your journey to stress-free
certificate management.
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 Includes comprehensive guidance

with Entrust engineers for
installation, creation and analysis
 Concludes with on-hands
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certificate creation exercise
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QuickStart Training Guide
To help organizations get set up and running quickly, Entrust Cloud QuickStart includes
one-on-one training and support with a dedicated Entrust engineer. The following table
outlines the installation and training curriculum.

QuickStart
Schedule

Details

Enrollment



One-on-One
Session Length

Enrollment assistance to ensure quick, easy submission of domains, organizations

Up to 30

and contacts

Minutes with an
Entrust Engineer

Outline user management, different roles available and authentication requirements

Up to 30

for each

Minutes with an



Step-by-step instructions for two-factor authentication ID setup

Entrust Engineer



Introduction of different certificate types

Up to 60



Explore different certificate scenarios and when each should be used

Minutes with an



Outline risks of using Wildcard and multi-server certificates

Entrust Engineer



Discuss why only Fully Qualified Domain Names (FQDNs) should be used



Explore key service functionalities

Up to 60



Explain Entrust certificate structure (e.g., root, chain, and server certificate), pickup

Minutes with an

process and certificate installation

Entrust Engineer

User
Management
& ID Setup



Certificate
Overview

Training &
Demonstration



Demonstrate Cloud’s self-service tools



Introduce Entrust Discovery and how it helps manage certificates



Hands-on exercise: first certificate creation

Entrust Cloud
Entrust Cloud serves as a centralized certificate management hub that simplifies the purchase, deployment, renewal and expiry of
digital certificates for multiple Web servers and users. It’s a self-service application designed to streamline certificate management
while providing secure certificates from a recognized brand in online security.
The proven Web-based service provides the ability to set
certificate expiry dates to suit project schedules and corporate
policies, and have a workflow of email notifications ensuring that
certificates don’t expire unexpectedly. The service even enables
you to pre-purchase a number of licenses and "pool" them into

Organizations may choose an incredibly flexible pooling account
or a budget-oriented non-pooling account model. Both offer the
same convenient, easy-to-use tools and capabilities.

a re-useable and re-issuable inventory.

About Entrust DataCard
Consumers, citizens and employees increasingly expect anywhere-anytime experiences —
whether they are making purchases, crossing borders, accessing e-gov services or logging
onto corporate networks. Entrust Datacard offers the trusted identity and secure transaction
technologies that make those experiences reliable and secure. Solutions range from the
physical world of financial cards, passports and ID cards to the digital realm of authentication,
certificates and secure communications. With more than 2,000 Entrust Datacard colleagues
around the world, and a network of strong global partners, the company serves customers
in 150 countries worldwide. For more information about Entrust products and services,
call 888‑690‑2424, email entrust@entrust.com or visit www.entrust.com.
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